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日本の制服150年
2016-03-30

日本の仕事を網羅した 制服図鑑 の決定版 70職種イラスト180点資料性抜群 歴史的背景から最新機能まで 階級章 名称図解 解説付

Uniforms
2002

presents a series of anecdotes that tell the history and meaning of american
uniforms identifying their cultural significance in terms of how uniforms unite and
divide people as well as how they vary throughout the world

Uniforms of the US Army Ground Forces
1939-1945, Volume 4, Denim and Hbt Clothing
2014-12-24

this is the 4th volume of a multi volume set of books covering the uniforms of the
u s army ground forces of world war ii this volume contains photographs and
descriptions of blue denim and herringbone twill uniforms including the
camouflage uniforms it also contains information on the issue of the uniform
items as well as the known manufacturers and the stock numbers associated with
the clothing

Military Uniforms Visual Encyclopedia
2011

a highly illustrated guide to military uniforms from the end of the eighteenth
century to today including uniforms from the seven years war american civil war
world war i world war ii tietnam afghanistan featuring uniforms from famous units
suchs as the waffen ss 101st airborne the british royal navy french foreign legion
us marine corps and the luftwaffe hundreds of artworks with each uniform shown
in detail each uniform is accomanied by a detailed caption and specification box
listing the country date unit rank theater location and conflict in which the
uniform was worn p 4 of cover
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MILITARY UNIFORMS IN EUROPE 1900 - 2000
Volume Two
2013-10-01

this book volume two gives an historical overview of 51 countries whose armed
forces served in europe 1900 2000 together with uniform descriptions includes
204 full colour paintings of the regular armies marines airforce and para military
troops engaged in land exercises operations and warfare in europe including non
european troops serving in europe each entry is accompanied by a history and
description of the uniforms illustrated the author and illustrator ron kidd has been
interested in both police and military history uniforms and insignia since he was a
school boy in the 1950 s he has visited over 300 police and military museums
world wide and has written and illustrated a number of magazine articles on both
police and military history and uniforms he is a member of both the military
heraldry society and the military historical society

Soldier
2017-08-05

soldier presents a magnificent collection of highly detailed illustrations depicting
uniforms worn by the military forces of this nation from colonial times to the
modern era accompanying each illustration is the history of the uniform and
equipment portrayed and the men and women who wore the uniform and the
circumstances of their service this is a book rich in colour and historical narrative
soldier is much more than simply a description of military uniforms and
equipment phil rutherford has spent over 20 years searching for the roots of
australia s modern army analysing trends both in dress and in the military art
itself in doing so he has discovered that there is very little about the uniforms
worn and the equipment carried by today s soldiers that can truly be called its
own even the most iconic symbol of the australian army the slouch hat was not
invented by a victorian volunteer as popular rumour suggests but was worn by
troops in seventeenth century europe in fact there are significant elements of the
army s dress and equipment such as the badges of rank worn by both soldiers
and officers which can be traced to the days of knights in shining armour soldier
seeks to map the links between the army s modern dress and its earliest
antecedents describing the formation and history of australia s army from the
perspective of both the regular and reserve soldiers this book also reveals the
story behind the soldiers themselves the men and women who wore these
uniforms and the times in which they served since the first volunteers and militias
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were raised to protect the lives and property of the earliest settlers from
adversaries both real and imagined

MILITARY UNIFORMS IN EUROPE 1900 - 2000
Volume One
2013-10-01

this book volume one gives an historical overview of 36 countries whose armed
forces served in europe 1900 2000 together with uniform descriptions includes
200 full colour paintings of the regular armies marines airforce and para military
troops engaged in land exercises operations and warfare in europe including non
european troops serving in europe each entry is accompanied by a history and
description of the uniforms illustrated the author and illustrator ron kidd has been
interested in both police and military history uniforms and insignia since he was a
school boy in the 1950 s he has visited over 300 police and military museums
world wide and has written and illustrated a number of magazine articles on both
police and military history and uniforms he is a member of both the military
heraldry society and the military historical society it is anticipated that volume
two will be published in 2013

Uniform Regulations, United States Navy,
Together with Uniform Regulations Common to
Both Navy and Marine Corps (varies)
1951

during the period 1880 1914 the soldiers of the great empires of britain france
germany russia and the united states were bedecked in elaborate helmets with
ornate weapons and finery their colourful uniforms represented centuries of
regimental history and tradition and often bore reminders of famous victories and
heroic last stands in glory of the empires wendell schollander presents the
definitive study of every regimental uniform across the five empires including
those of the colonies of india the philippines and north africa he explains the
history behind sartorial peculiarities such as why the russian 15th hussars wore a
mermaid pink uniform or why the wiltshire regiment had dents on their buttons
and reveals the experiences of the men who served complemented by over 800
rare black and white and colour illustrations this book fulfils a need not only as a
one stop reference work but also as a narrative history of the period
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The Regiment
1971

an expert guide to the uniforms of the american militiasand continental army the
armies and navies of greatbritain and france german and spanish units
andamerican indian allies with over 450 color illustrations the uniforms of the
fighting men of the american warof independence are a vivid illustration of the
difficultiesand complexities of the conflict and this book bringstogether for the
first time a sweeping survey of whatthey should have worn what they really wore
how theywere armed and what they carried with them as wellas illustrations of
the soldiers equipment and kit with over 450 in total and an unrivalled level of
detailin the depiction of the uniforms the campaigns andbattles are explained
with specially commissionedmaps and plans and plates and fine art paintingsof
the period contains an unprecedented wealth of illustrative detail with over 450
illustrations of uniforms battle plans technical drawings and campaign maps gives
a concise authoritative record of america s fight to become independent of its
colonial founders with detailed analysis of the decisive encounters and landmark
engagements of the conflict

大日本帝国陸海軍
1995

these are the uniforms not normally seen on an everyday basis by air force
members and include both formal and informal examples with over 1 000 images
it is possible to trace the introduction of the various uniforms and the changes
made over the years recognizing that uniforms come and go this study provides
the collector and historian with the uniform and where possible the story behind
the uniform dave schultz and johnny schlund provide a combination of decades of
research and cover aspects of the formation of such distinctive career fields as
flight nurses waf utility uniforms physical training uniforms the usaf honor guard
and the largest of usaf career fields the security forces

The Glory of the Empires, 1880-1914
2018-07-09

through a variety of archival documents artefacts illustrations and references to
primary and secondary literature on the job explores the changing styles
business practices and lived experiences of the people who make sell and wear
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service industry uniforms in the united states it highlights how the uniform
business is distinct from the fashion business including how manufacturing
developed outside of the typical fashion hubs such as new york city and gives
attention to the ways that various types of employers small business corporate
government and others differ in their ambitions and regulations surrounding
uniforms on the job sheds new light on an understudied yet important field of
dress and clothing within everyday life and is an essential addition to any fashion
historian s library appealing to all those interested in material culture the service
industry heritage and history

Uniform Regulations, United States Navy,
Together with Uniform Regulations Common to
Both Navy and Marine Corps (varies)
1951

in this new book the development of an altogether new uniform for troops of the
united states army a few years after the civil war has never been told so well or
so comprehensively in this volume the sequel to the authors highly praised army
blue the uniform of uncle sams regulars 1848 1873 john langellier continues the
story of the evolution of american army uniforms during a critical period that saw
experimentation and innovation finally surmount conservatism to produce some
of the more practically functional and aesthetically appealing martial clothing in
american history the breadth of langelliers research coupled with his years of
accumulated expertise in the study of historical army uniforms is evident
throughout and together make this book the most thorough and precise
accounting the topic has ever received

An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Uniforms from
1775-1783, the American Revolutionary War
2008

soldier presents a magnificent collection of highly detailed illustrations depicting
uniforms worn by the military forces of this nation from colonial times to the
modern era accompanying each illustration is the history of the uniform and
equipment portrayed and the men and women who wore the uniform and the
circumstances of their service
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Uniform Regulations for the Field Corps of the
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
1920

richly colored hand tinted prints portray u s army uniforms from fatigues to full
dress absolutely authentic in their painstaking detail the 44 plates depict all ranks
in full regalia captions

Into the Blue: Uniforms of the United States Air
Force, 1947 to the Present
2014-10

この本は 著者の人生の初期の出来事について書かれており 異なる制服を着るだけで何がそんなに目立つようになるのかという違いに彼は気づきました
この本は もともと著者がヒンディー語で手書きしたものですが 後に電子ブックの形を与えながら その独創性を維持するためにヒンディー語でタイプさ
れています 今日 父の日にこの本を出版することにしました 父は今日は亡くなっていますが この本には彼の教えがあり それは常に私の心に残り その
後も私を助けてくれました 私の意図は誰かの感情を傷つけることではありませんが これは 実話であり 私が学校に通う子供の頃に経験したことを単に
明確にしています チャナキヤ シュクラ 著 この本はヒンディー語で書かれた本を日本語に翻訳したものです

Uniforms of the American, British, French and
German Armies in the War of the American
Revolution, 1775-1783
2012-10-01

look around and uniforms are everywhere they re a way of belonging and of
making people belong armies police forces and militias led the way but today
they re used by a new generation of service industries from security guards to
delivery firms subconsciously uniforms oil the wheels of the world we accept
orders from a uniformed guard respect the diagnosis of a doctor or nurse and feel
better about entrusting that important package to a uniformed private delivery
company operative uniforms inspire trust respect and sometimes even fear this
book traces the rise of the uniform in pictures up to the present day from early
military uniforms and on to the second world war from which a lot of uniform
items made it through into civilian life coinciding with the birth of the teenage
phenomenon in the 1950s it examines the different ways in which the uniform is
used as a means of control of morale building and of self expression featuring
uniforms from all walks of lifemilitary school sports teams and workwearthe book
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examineshow fashion has been influenced by uniform design and how fashion
has in turn been reinterpreted by uniform designers

A History of the Uniforms of the British Army
1940

this book uniforms spans an era in a boy s life that tells about his experiences
growing up in a small new england town from his childhood years attending
parochial school to his adolescent years continuing parochial school and
becoming an active member of a drum and bugle corps for ten years the story
continues into early adulthood when he enlisted into the united states marine
corps through boot camp and then serving two tours of duty 1969 through 1970
in vietnam it is a factual description of his life as he grew up and through his
experiences of wearing many uniforms which shaped his life and future forever
the language used in this book is sometimes graphic with four letter expressions
however it is the exact language that was so commonly used during that era the
author does his best at explaining what it was like to grow up in the late 1950s
and the 1960s attending school taught only by nuns then while still attending
school joining a drum and bugle corps and all his experiences traveling around
new england and canada performing in parades and field competitions at
eighteen years old he enlisted into the armed forces united states marine corps
and explains what life was like at eighteen years old in 1968 to go through boot
camp at parris island in south carolina as his marine infantry training continued
the author describes in detail and in his own words what it was like as the marine
corps prepared him and many others like him for combat in vietnam the author
then describes to the best of his recollection and ability what life was like in
vietnam in 1969 while he was attached to a marine combat unit in quang tri
province of southern vietnam the book goes on to describe how at the end of
1969 he was redeployed to another combat unit south of da nang the author
stayed in vietnam until mid august of 1970 and then was released from active
duty and returned home at the age of twenty one this book speaks from the heart
and mind of everyone who has ever had the experience of attending a catholic
school with nuns all those who were ever so fortunate to be a member of a drum
and bugle corps and all those combat veterans who served in vietnam and
experienced the rigors and sorrows of that war

On the Job
2024-02-22

full color illustrations and corresponding entries provide visual and descriptive
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surveys of the variety of uniforms worn by union and confederate units

More Army Blue
2001

for many years military historians and artists collectors of militaria war gamers
and war enthusiasts in general have felt the need for a comprehensive record of
the uniforms insignia and organisation of the fighting men of world war ii this
remarkable book provides just such a record andrew mollo is one of the leading
british military historians with a worldwide reputation and his book is the result of
years of study and research his text not only details the design of uniforms and
insignia but also describes their effectiveness in the field and how this affected
the fighting ability of the troops themselves an impressive series of 350 full
colour drawings has been specially commissioned for this book these are
supported by 160 photographs of the combatants in action along with 53 plates
of insignia the authenticity of the drawings together with the comprehensive
descriptions make the armed forces of world war ii an invaluable source of
reference for all students of military uniform

Soldier
2017-08-05

this unique illustrated book charts the development in military uniform in relation
to a shifting world in an incredible visual directory with expert analysis and
commentary

Uniforms of the United States Army, 1774-1889,
in Full Color
2012-10-09

this beautifully illustrated book reviews the extraordinary evolution of japan s
military institutions at a period of enormous transformation conversely as this
book shows with many fine color plates japanese art deeply influenced emergent
impressionist western artists the uniforms equipment and ships are shown with
much realism while keeping the tradition of great art for the first time in art
history as well as military history this book documents what the prints show
thanks to extremely rare early military regulations and related documents whose
illustrations are also exquisite if totally unknown p 2 of cover
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वर्दी - The Uniform
2022-08-26

this book contains the official specifications for the uniforms worn by members of
the united states army as well as information on the materials used and the
proper care and maintenance of the uniforms this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Uniforms
2009-03-18

originally one of the paramilitary groups that arose in germany s turbulent 1920s
the ss grew from its original protection activities into the death s head troops and
the verfugungstruppe and later during wwii the waffen ss during its evolution the
ss changed from its black uniform into a variety of uniforms that eventually
resembled those of the german army in various types of fabric and predominately
field gray so often seen in period photographs and movies in volume 1 lorenzo
silvestri presents many different ss vt ss tv and sd uniforms with numerous full
color photos to display how the clothing appeared in addition numerous detail
images are used to clearly expose key features of the uniforms and equipment
the text explains important details about the creation manufacturing and wear of
each item period photos illustrate the wear of each item presented in the books
the two volumes present the various helmets caps trousers tunics and jackets in
nearly 900 pages with over 1 400 color pre wwii and wwii images

UNIFORMS
2014-02-03

this is volume 6 of a 7 volume set on the uniforms used by the u s army ground
forces during world war ii the book covers the footwear of the ground troops
boots shoes overshoes and leggings each item is described and has color
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photographs as well as how the item was issued its stock number run and the
price it cost at the time also included is the known manufacturers of the item
references for the book are contained in the series addendum

Uniforms of the American Civil War, 1861-65
1975

thirty full page black and white drawings on british french german and american
uniforms from the american revolution with brief description of the regiment and
full instructions for accurate coloring of the uniform includes full color illustrations
of each uniform on the covers

The Armed Forces of World War II
2002-02-01

An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Uniforms of
World War I
2011

Outing and the Wheelman
1892

Japanese War Art and Uniforms 1853-1930
2011

Specifications for the Uniform of the United
States Army
2023-07-18
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To Amend the Uniform Relocation Assistance
and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of
1970
1973

To Provide for the Uniform Selection and
Purchase of Fuel to be Used in the United States
1916

Black and Field Gray Uniforms of Himmler's SS:
Allgemeine- SS, SS Verfügungstruppe, SS
Totenkopfverbände and Waffen SS, Vol. 1
2016-09-20

Uniforms of the US Army Ground Forces
1939-1945, Volume 6, Footwear
2015-06-15

A History of the Uniforms of the British Army
1966

The Parliamentary Debates
1894
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H.R. 5003, the Uniform Science and Technology
Research and Development Utilization Act
1984

The "Ulster Guard" (20th N. Y. State Militia) and
the War of the Rebellion
1879

Uniforms of the American Revolution Coloring
Book
1974-01-01

The Uniform Time Act of 1966 and Other Related
Acts
1973
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